Photoelectron momentum distributions of F- ions by a few-cycle laser pulse.
The two-dimensional photoelectron momentum distributions (PMD) of F- ions induced by a linearly polarized few-cycle laser pulse are analyzed with the saddle-point (SP) method. The validity of the SP method is confirmed by comparing the PMD with those obtained from direct numerical integration of the transition probability amplitude in the context of strong-field approximation (SFA). We analyze the intra- and inter-cycle interference patterns in the two-dimensional PMD and show that the two-dimensional PMD can be effectively monitored by changing the carrier-envelope phase of few-cycle laser pulse. In addition, by separately calculating the two-dimensional PMD formed in the different detachment steps, we find that the rich oscillatory patterns in the two-dimensional PMD can be mainly attributed to the interference effects of electronic wave packets in the classical propagation step after the ionization, and part of intra-cycle interference fringes' shape is affected by the sub-barrier phase.